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Abstract
We investigate the electron states and optical absorption in square- and hexagonal-shaped two-
dimensional (2D) HgTe quantum dots and quantum rings in the presence of a perpendicular mag-
netic field. The electronic structure is modeled by means of the sp3d5s∗ tight-binding method
within the nearest-neighbor approximation. Both bulklike and edge states appear in the energy
spectrum. The bulklike states in quantum rings exhibit Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in magnetic
field, whereas no such oscillations are found in quantum dots, which is ascribed to the different
topology of the two systems. When magnetic field varies, all the edge states in square quantum dots
appear as quasibands composed of almost fully flat levels, whereas some edge states in quantum
rings are found to oscillate with magnetic field. However, the edge states in hexagonal quantum
dots are localized like in rings. The absorption spectra of all the structures consist of numerous
absorption lines, which substantially overlap even for small line broadening. The absorption lines
in the infrared are found to originate from transitions between edge states. It is shown that the
magnetic field can be used to efficiently tune the optical absorption of HgTe 2D quantum dot and
quantum ring systems.
PACS numbers: 73.21.La, 73.22.-f, 75.70.Ak, 78.20.-e
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few decades, low-dimensional nanometer-sized structures have attracted a lot
of attention because of their unique properties and potential applications in electronics and
photonics.1–3 Depending on the employed fabrication method, nanostructures have different
dimensionality and are generally classified as quantum wells, quantum wires, and quantum
dots. Among them, quantum dots (QDs) are systems in which the electrons and holes are
confined in all three spatial directions. They feature a discrete energy spectrum and have
tunable optical properties. Systematic study of QDs commenced with the works of Brus in
the early 1980s.4,5 In the ensuing years, a few methods were developed for the fabrication of
QDs, including colloidal chemical synthesis,6,7 hybrid chemical-electrochemical synthesis,8
lithography,9 and molecular beam epitaxy.10–12
HgTe QDs have been fabricated and used for various optoelectronic devices which op-
erate in the infrared range of the optical spectrum.13,14 They are usually synthesized by
the colloidal growth technique,15 and are therefore called colloidal quantum dots (CQDs).
Due to quantum confinement the exciton energy increases when the CQD size decreases and
the energy bands become inverted. Hence, a negative band gap could be achieved which is
important for infrared applications. Optical properties of HgTe CQDs could be tuned by
temperature,16 and CQDs can be designed such that sharp absorption lines from near- (λ ≈
1.3 µm) to mid-infrared (λ ≈ 5 µm) are present.17
Also, HgTe has recently gained popularity due to its unique topological properties. It is
known that the valence band of HgTe is s-like and has Γ6 symmetry, while the conduction
band is p-like and has Γ8 symmetry. When bands are inverted a quantum phase transition
from an ordinary insulator to a topological insulator (TI) occurs. It has been reported
that monolayer HgTe achieves a topological nontrivial phase under in-plane tensile strain.18
Furthermore, HgTe quantum wells exhibit both a band gap and robust topological gapless
edge states which are protected by time-reversal symmetry.19,20
Phonon calculations confirmed that two-dimensional (2D) HgTe honeycomb layers are
dynamically stable and may be used for the design of novel 2D heterojunction devices.21
These honeycomb monolayers are not perfectly planar and they have a low-buckled config-
uration. Motivated by these studies, we investigate electronic states and optical absorption
of 2D HgTe square quantum dots (SQDs), hexagonal quantum dots (HQDs), square quan-
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tum rings (SQRs) and hexagonal quantum rings (HQRs) in a perpendicular magnetic field.
Besides QDs we investigate quantum rings (QRs) because of enhanced confinement due
to the presence of internal edges. This causes the emergence of new interesting effects in
a magnetic field, which are primarily related to the occurrence of Aharonov-Bohm (AB)
oscillations.22–25 The AB oscillations in the electronic spectra of thin HgTe quantum rings
embedded in an n-type HgTe/HgCdTe quantum well were experimentally investigated more
than a decade ago.26,27 However, those rings were mesoscopic, having an average radius
of the order of 1 µm26, for which small Aharonov-Bohm oscillations were measured.26,27
Nanoscopic HgTe rings, whose average radius is of the order of a few nanometers, have not
been produced by now. However, no obstacle would hinder fabrication of such nanorings by
means of state-of-the-art nanotechnology. HgTe CQDs were fabricated as small as 10 nm
in radius, and we believe that similarly such small HgTe quantum rings can be achieved in
the near future. The electron states in nanostructures could be substantially modified by
varying their geometrical parameters.28–31
In this paper, we investigate different possibilities of controlling the properties of HgTe
2D QDs and QRs through the control of shape and type of edges. We analyze theoretically
whether the electron states in HgTe S(H)QDs and S(H)QRs are similarly arranged. Section
II presents our model, which is based on the tight-binding (TB) method, and we show how
an external magnetic field is included in the model. The results of the calculations for both
energy levels and the absorption spectra are presented and discussed in Sec. III. Finally,
our findings are summarized and a concise conclusion is given in Sec. IV.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the studied 2D nanostructures positioned in the x−y
plane. We denote by dout the side length of polygonal QDs (outer side of QRs); din is the
length of the inner side of QRs, and w is the ring width. In square structures we adopted
mixed armchair (AC) and zigzag (ZZ) boundary conditions, while hexagonal structures have
only ZZ edges. All nanostructures have equal surfaces S = 25.30 nm2. Table I summarizes
geometrical parameters (dout, din, w) and number of edge atoms (NΣ,ea).
In order to model the electron states in HgTe QDs and QRs we employed the TB
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FIG. 1. In-plane schematic view of numerically investigated (a) SQD, (b) HQD, (c) SQR, and (d)
HQR: dout is the side length of a polygonal QD and the outer side of QRs, din is the length of the
inner side of QRs, and w is the ring width. AC and ZZ highlight armchair and zigzag types of
boundaries, respectively. Green (red) circles represent Te (Hg) atoms.
TABLE I. Review of shape, type, geometrical parameters (dout, din, w), and number of edge atoms
(NΣ,ea) for studied nanostructures: dout denote either edge length of QDs or outer edge of QRs,
din is length of the inner edge of QR and w is ring width. AC and ZZ denote armchair and zig-zag
edge, respectively.
Shape/Type Boundary dout(din) (nm) w (nm) NΣ,ea
2/Dot AC + ZZ 5.03(-) - 46
9/Dot ZZ 3.12(-) - 40
2/Ring AC + ZZ 5.63(2.53) 1.55 76
9/Ring ZZ 3.52(1.63) 1.89 68
Hamiltonian32,33
H =
∑
i,σ=↑,↓
ǫic
†
i,σci,σ −
∑
〈i,j〉,σ=↑,↓
ti,jc
†
i,σcj,σ. (1)
Here, i runs over the atomic sites in the crystal lattice, j runs over the nearest neighbors
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to atom i, and σ denotes the electron spin up (↑) and spin down (↓), respectively. ǫi is
the matrix of the on-site energies of atom i, and the intrinsic spin-orbit interaction (SOI)
is included through nondiagonal terms.34 Two such matrices are computed, for a Te anion
and for a Hg cation separately. The off-site matrix ti,j describes the electron hopping from
site j to site i.32 c†i,σ and ci,σ are the creation and annihilation operators of the electron
with spin σ at site i. The basis of sp3d5s∗ orbitals was used in the TB approximation and
hopping was limited to the first nearest neighbor. Atoms with less than two bonds have
been removed. The values of on-site energies and hopping terms are taken from Ref. 35.
Moreover, in the absence of external magnetic field the eigenenergies are double degenerate,
which is a consequence of time-reversal symmetry described by the Kramers theorem.36
The influence of the magnetic field is included through the Peierls substitution which
modifies the off-site matrix by introducing a field-dependent phase shift37–40
ti,j → ti,je
i 2pi
Φ0
rj∫
ri
Adr
, (2)
where Φ0 = h/e is the flux quantum, h is the Planck constant, e is the elementary charge,
and A is the magnetic vector potential. Up to first approximation, when magnetic field
effects on an intra-atomic scale are neglected, this modification is gauge invariant.37,41 We
used the Landau gauge A = (0, Bx, 0) where magnetic field is directed along the z axis.
For the hoppings from site i to sites j only the limits of the integral in (2) are exchanged,
hence ti,j = t
†
j,i. When spin is included, eigenenergies for spin-up (spin-down) states are
decreased (increased) proportional to the magnetic field value.37,42 Since this has no physical
significance in explaining considered effects, interaction of the external magnetic field with
the electron spin magnetic dipole moment is not included in the model.39,40 The eigenenergies
and eigenvectors are found numerically by means of the PYBINDING package,43 which
diagonalizes Eq. (1).
The electronic density of states (DOS) of a QD system is represented by a sum of delta
functions centered at the eigenenergies of the system. QDs are usually fabricated in ensem-
bles, where the QD size cannot be fully controlled. This size variation leads to inhomoge-
neous broadening of spectral lines of optical absorption or emission. In order to describe
this broadening, the expression for DOS is modified,
DOS(E) =
∑
n
Γ(En −E), (3)
5
following Refs. 44 and 45. Here, En is the nth state energy and Γ is the Gaussian function,
Γ(∆E) =
1√
2πc
e−
(∆E)2
2c2 . (4)
Such a modified expression for DOS substantially eases the numerical calculation of optical
absorption. Moreover, the broadening factor c in such a calculation is usually taken to be
constant for all the bands.44
The dipole matrix element Pi,j =< j|r|i > between the states i and j is determined by
including only intraorbital terms, which was demonstrated to be a reasonable approximation
in recent calculations of the absorption spectra of quantum dots made of phosphorene,45
silicene, and graphene.46 The absorption A depends on the matrix element, and takes into
account energy conservation46
A(~ω) =
∑
i,j
(Ej −Ei)|εPi,j|2Γ(Ei − Ej + ~ω). (5)
Here ~ω denotes the photon energy, Ei and Ej are the eigenenergies of the initial and final
states, respectively, and ε is the polarization vector of light.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Influence of geometry, type of nanostructure and imposed boundary conditions
The edge lengths of the analyzed polygonal QDs and QRs given in Table I correspond
to recently fabricated HgTe QD samples, whose dimensions were found to vary in the range
from 4 to 15 nm.14 The eigenenergies in the analyzed QDs and the QRs at B = 0 are
displayed in Fig. 2(a). The energy dependence of the DOS for the four types of structures
is computed with a broadening of c = 10 meV45 and is shown in Fig. 2(b).
Figure 2(a) shows that the energy levels in all four systems vary similarly with the state
number. We examine in more detail a part of the spectrum inside the fundamental band
gap of bulk 2D HgTe. It occurs between the Γ4 conduction band and the Γ5,6 valence
bands.18 This band gap is 1.82 eV wide and is delineated by horizontal purple dashed lines
in Fig. 2(a). In HgTe QDs and QRs no continuous bands exist, but the discrete states are
organized like in bands. We found that five such quasibands take place from -11 eV to 19.5
eV. Here, the energy origin is the valence-band maximum in 2D HgTe. Energy gaps between
6
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FIG. 2. (a) The distributions of the energy levels in the S(H)QDs and the S(H)QRs with the state
number n. The different results are displaced by ∆n = 400. The energy window corresponding
to the energy gap in 2D HgTe is denoted by horizontal purple dashed lines. (b) Variations of the
DOS in the S(H)QDs and the S(H)QRs with energy. The different results are displaced by 1000
eV−1. (c) A detailed view of the energy levels displayed in (a). The electron density for a few of
the selected states denoted by I, II, and III, are shown in Fig. 3.
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TABLE II. The values of the energy gap (in units of eV) in the S(H)QD and the S(H)QR.
Eg,SQD Eg,HQD Eg,SQR Eg,HQR
1.875 1.876 2.046 2.048
the quasibands have the property of vanishing DOS, and because of quantum confinement
they are wider than the fundamental band gap (see Table II). Also, the DOS variation with
energy exhibits sharp peaks close to the quasiband extrema, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The DOS
peaks in the four structures do not differ much in either magnitude or location. But they
differ slightly in the range of the fundamental band gap of the 2D system, as Fig. 2(c) shows.
This energy window is populated by edge states in all four structures, which is similar to
that found for silicene, germanene, and phosphorene quantum dots and quantum rings.45,47
Such states are labeled by II in Fig. 2(c). Even though edge states exist in all structures,
they exhibit slight differences, which will be further illustrated and is of importance for the
optical properties of the analyzed systems.
In order to illustrate the different types of electron localization, we show in Fig. 3 a few
states in the quasibands close to the band gap of the 2D HgTe, which are denoted by I and
III in Fig. 2(c). All the states have energies inside the band gap of the 2D HgTe. The upper
panel in Fig. 3 displays the probability density |ΨI|2 of the lowest-energy conduction-band
state in the SQD, the HQD, the SQR, and the HQR. The sum of the probability densities
|ΨII|2 of the edge states is displayed in the middle panel (Figs. 3(e)- 3(h)), whereas the lower
panel (Figs. 3(i)- 3(l)) shows the probability density |ΨIII|2 of the highest-energy valence-
band state. It appears that the electron states in the conduction and valence bands are
situated throughout the dot (ring) and are therefore called bulklike states. On the other
hand, the states shown in Figs. 3(e)- 3(h) are edge states, whose wave functions are confined
to the edges of the dot or ring. We previously mentioned that edge states have energies
inside the energy gap of 2D HgTe; thus, they are in-gap states. It is easy to show that the
number of such states is equal to the sum of Hg and Te atoms situated at the edges. Hence,
the number of edge states in rings is larger than the number of edge states in similar-sized
quantum dots. Edge states are mainly localized at the sites of the Te atoms in all the cases
(see middle panel of Fig. 3). This is a consequence of the larger Pauling electronegativity of
Te than of Hg.21 Moreover, we notice in Fig. 3 that the edge states are localized at both the
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FIG. 3. The probability densities of the conduction-band minimum, the edge states, and valence-
band maximum states in the S(H)QDs and the S(H)QRs labeled by I, II, and III in Fig. 2(c) at
zero magnetic field. Top: The probability density of the lowest-energy conduction-band state |ΨI|2
in (a) the SQD, (b) the HQD, (c) the SQR, and (d) the HQR. Middle: The sum of the probability
densities |ΨII|2 of the edge states in (e) the SQD, (f) the HQD, (g) the SQR, and (h) the HQR.
Bottom: The probability density of the highest-energy valence-band state |ΨIII|2 in (i) the SQD,
(j) the HQD, (k) the SQR, and (l) the HQR.
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ZZ and AC boundaries.
B. Influence of a perpendicular magnetic field
Figure 4 demonstrates how the energy spectra are affected by a perpendicular magnetic
field. Similar to previous figures, Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) depict the states in the SQD and
the SQR, respectively, whereas Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) show the states in the HQD and the
HQR, respectively. The energy levels are here shown as they vary with magnetic field flux
Φ throughout the surface area of the 2D HgTe primitive cell divided by the magnetic flux
quantum Φ0. The primitive cell is the same for all the considered morphologies, and such
defined Φ0 provides a consistent approach suitable for comparisons of different structures.
This approach is often used (see, for example, Ref. 45), even though Φ0 corresponds to a
rather large value of the magnetic field (Φ/Φ0 = B/22936 T).
Time-reversal symmetry is in this case broken; hence the spin degeneracy is lifted and the
wave function of each state is a superposition of the spin-up and spin-down wave functions.
Nonetheless, if the spin-up part of the total wave function is larger than the spin-down part,
we refer to such a mixed state as a spin-up state. On the other hand, if the spin-down part
is larger the state is called the spin-down state. When magnetic flux varies, the energy of
the states of the opposite spins exhibits anticrossings,47 with the dominant spin component
being exchanged between the states that anticross. In a large quantum dot, however, the
potential is much less effective in confining the electron than the magnetic field. In this case
the energy levels converge to the Landau levels of the 2D system,45,48 and it indeed appears
for magnetic fields beyond the range in Fig. 4. Furthermore, as Fig. 4(a) shows, bulklike
and edge states vary differently with magnetic field. As a matter of fact, the electron wave
functions decay in an area much smaller than the magnetic length lB =
√
~/eB, and thus
the magnetic field is not effective in shifting the energy levels. As an example, we take a
fairly large B = 10 T for which lB = 5.73 nm, whereas an edge state is localized over a
distance of the order of the HgTe lattice constant. Consequently the energies of the edge
states do not vary much with magnetic field, and the diagram of energy dependence on
magnetic field consists of almost flat lines. Also, Zeeman spin splitting is small in the range
of magnetic field shown in Fig. 4.
The magnetic field dependence of the states in the SQR has a few important differences
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FIG. 4. The energy levels as function of perpendicular magnetic field in (a) the SQD, (b) the SQR,
(c) the HQD, and (d) the HQR. The upper panel shows the electron states at the bottom of the
conduction band, the middle panel displays the edge states, and the lower panel shows the electron
states at the top of the valence band. The magnitudes of the spin-up or the spin-down components
of the wave functions are indicated by coloring the energy levels with different shades of red and
blue, respectively.
from that in the SQD states, which could be inferred from a comparison between Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b). First, the bulklike states in the SQR exhibit AB oscillations, which is not a feature
of the SQD. The period of these oscillations approximately corresponds to one flux quantum
threading a one-dimensional circular ring that encloses the area Aeff = (d
2
in + d
2
out)/2.
Second, some of the edge states in the SQR are considerably affected by magnetic field,
exhibiting similar oscillations to bulklike states. And the period of these oscillations strongly
depends on the width and size of the ring.
We analyze rings that occupy an approximately equal area S by Hg and Te atoms, but
have different width. In Figs. 5(a)- 5(i) we display the probability density of the representa-
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FIG. 5. The probability density at zero magnetic field for two flat edge states (denoted by Flat - I
and Flat - II) and one oscillatory edge state in (a, c) 1.23-, (d, f) 1.55-, and (g, i) 1.87-nm-wide
SQR. (j) The energy levels for the Flat - I and Flat - II edge state as a function of perpendicular
magnetic field in 1.23-, 1.55-, and 1.87-nm-wide rings. The spin-up(down) states are shown by
red(blue) line. (k) The energy levels for the oscillatory edge state as function of perpendicular
magnetic field in 1.23-, 1.55-, and 1.87-nm-wide rings. The spin-up (spin-down) states are shown
by the red (blue) line.
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tive spin-split doublets in 1.23- (Figs. 5(a)- 5(c)), 1.55- (Figs. 5(d)- 5(f)), and 1.87-nm-wide
(Figs. 5(g)- 5(i)) SQRs. One may notice that the diagrams are not symmetric with respect
to rotations by either π/2 or π rad around the axis perpendicular to the ring through the
ring center. For all three values of the ring width the wave function of the state shown
in the left-hand panel (see Figs. 5(a), 5(d), and 5(g)) is localized at the left part of the
zigzag edge. On the other hand, the state whose eigenenergy is closest to the one shown
in the left-hand panel of Fig. 5 has a wavefunction localized mainly along the right inner
edge (see Figs. 5(b), 5(e), and 5(h)). Hence, the electron wave function does not circulate
around the edge regardless of the ring width. It in turn leads to almost flat energy states
when magnetic field varies, which is demonstrated in Fig. 5(j). The states shown in this
figure could be called flat edge states. On the other hand, the diagrams of the probability
density shown in the right-hand panel (Figs. 5(c), 5(f), and 5(i)) are slightly delocalized
with the wave functions spreading confined to more than a single edge. In this case the
eigenenergies oscillate with magnetic field, as Fig. 5(k) shows. Because the electron in this
state is localized at both the outer and the inner edges, the sides of the ring edge which face
each other across a ring lobe might be considered to represent a coupled system. One may
note in Fig. 5 that the coupling is stronger if the ring is narrower, and that the edge state
becomes more delocalized. The period of the oscillations increases with the ring width and
is approximately 0.007Φ0, 0.011Φ0, and 0.013Φ0 for 1.23-, 1.55-, and 1.87-nm-wide rings,
respectively. Since all the rings contain an approximately equal number of atoms, one might
conclude that the narrower the ring the larger the area it surrounds, and magnetic flux which
threads the ring increases. Thus, the period of oscillations of the edge states decreases. The
period of the oscillations of the bulklike states decreases in a similar fashion to the edge
states as the ring width varies. Furthermore, the oscillations have a more regular shape
in narrow quantum rings, which is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 5(k). Moreover, the area
enclosed by the wave function of the edge states is somewhat larger than for bulklike states.
Therefore, the period of the AB-like oscillations of the edge states is somewhat smaller than
for the bulklike states.
The HQD and the HQR eigenenergies’ dependence on magnetic field is shown in Figs. 4(c)
and 4(d), respectively. By comparing Fig. 4(a) with Fig. 4(c) we see that bulklike states in
the SQD and the HQD exhibit qualitatively similar dependence on B. This is a consequence
of single-connectedness and almost equal areas of both systems. Also, the states in the
13
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FIG. 6. The probability density of (a) a flat edge state in the SQD and (b) an oscillating edge
state in the HQD. The energies of the displayed states are labeled by green squares symbols in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(c).
HQD for even larger magnetic field are found to tend to Landau levels when magnetic field
increases. Nonetheless, the edge states in the HQD show a few peculiar properties. Some of
them exhibit oscillations with B which resemble oscillations of the edge states in the SQR.
This could be explained by comparing the states at zero magnetic field labeled by green
squares in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c), and whose wave functions are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b),
respectively. From Fig. 6(a) we see that the edge state in the SQD is localized along only
one ZZ side of the square, whereas the wave function in the HQD shown in Fig. 6(b) is
distributed around the whole hexagonal edge. Such a wave function that is fully extended
over the dot edge is responsible for the appearance of AB-like oscillations in the HQD,
whereas oscillating edge states are not present in the SQD.
The case of the HQR depicted in Fig. 4(d) is similar to the case of the SQR shown
in Fig. 4(b), thus demonstrating that the behavior of both bulklike and edge states in a
magnetic field is mainly related to the topology. In the HQR we found that the wave
functions of all the states are localized close to the edges and that the bulklike states exhibit
AB oscillations. Also, the edge states in the HQR have wave functions which are either
localized at certain spots at the edge or delocalized over the whole edge. The edge states
whose wave functions are delocalized over the whole edge are evidently oscillatory with
magnetic field. The oscillations of both the bulklike and oscillatory edge states in the HQR
are more regular than in the SQR (compare Figs. 4(b) and 4(d)). The HQR shape indeed
does not deviate much from a circular ring, where oscillations occur with a fixed period.
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FIG. 7. The optical absorption spectrum of the SQD in the absence of external fields for x and y
polarizations. The results for y polarization are shifted up by 10 arb. units. The red vertical line
denotes the fundamental gap while the gray vertical dashed line denotes the minimum energy of
the b-e transitions. The range of the b-b and b-e transitions and the dominant e-e peaks for the
two polarizations are indicated. The Fermi level is EF = 0.9 eV.
C. Optical absorption in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field
We found that the electron states in 2D HgTe QDs and QRs show certain peculiarities
which are related to material properties, structure shape, and topology. The electron states
in turn will affect the optical absorption. Since all four structures have bulklike and edge
states, the optical absorption could be classified to arise from (i) transitions between the
bulklike states, denoted by b-b; (ii) transitions between the bulklike and edge states, ab-
breviated by b-e; and (iii) e-e transitions which take place between the edge states. We
assume that the Fermi level approximately is situated in the middle of the energy gap be-
tween the valence and conduction bulklike states, and equals EF = 0.9 eV for the SQD.
Thus, it intersects the quasiband of edge states. Figure 7 demonstrates that the highest
absorption peak arises from the transitions between states across the Fermi level. Here we
assume that the absorption lines are broadened by 2 meV, as in Ref. 46, and T = 0 K is
taken for temperature.
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We calculate the optical absorption in the absence of external field for light polarized along
both the x and y axes. For both polarization directions absorption is computed in the range
of photon energies from 0 to 5 eV. For zero magnetic field the optical absorption spectra for
all four structures have similar shapes. The qualitative similarities are a consequence of (1)
the high in-plane symmetry of the structures, (2) the position of the Fermi level in the middle
of the valence and conduction quasibands, (3) nearly equal numbers of atoms and edge states
in all four structures, and (4) localization of the edge states on both the ZZ and AC edges.
Hence, all four structures exhibit similar e-e optical absorption for both polarizations. Let
us compare the optical absorption in the SQD in the absence of a magnetic field shown in
Fig. 7 with the absorption spectra of phosphorene dots computed in Ref. 45. There are some
differences which are mainly a consequence of the different band gaps of the two materials.
The band gap of phosphorene is large and the edge states are far from both the conduction
and valence quasibands. Therefore, e-e, b-e and b-b transitions are well separated. In
the analyzed HgTe quantum dots and rings, however, the edge states are rather close to the
valence and the conduction bands. Hence, the absorption lines originating from the different
types of transitions overlap with each other. Nevertheless, the optical absorption gap can
still be resolved. It roughly separates the ranges where the b-b peaks and the peaks arising
from the b-e and e-e transitions take place (see Fig. 7). Due to the similar localization of
the conduction and valence bulklike states, which leads to large overlap between the wave
functions, the b-b absorption peaks have higher amplitude as compared to the b-e and e-
e ones. And, quite high peaks due to e-e transitions take place at about 25 meV for x
polarization and about 50 meV for y polarization of incoming light.
The displayed absorption spectra show noticeable differences from the experimental re-
sults previously published for the three-dimensional (3D) HgTe CQDs, even though the
respective dimensions of the two were similar.17 The CQDs have stacked many layers of 2D
HgTe;14 thus, their band gap is lower than the band gap of the quantum dots formed out
from a monolayer of HgTe. Because the wave function in the 3D case extends normal to the
HgTe multilayers, the low-energy absorption edge in the CQD is lower than the lowest en-
ergy of the b-b transition in the analyzed quantum dots. As a matter of fact, the transitions
which take place between the edge states and the other states in the 2D system extend the
absorption spectrum to even 50 µm. This value is substantially larger than the experimental
absorption edge of the CQDs, which amounts to 5 µm for the dot average diameter of 10.5
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FIG. 8. A contour plot of the absorption amplitude that arises from transitions between (a) the flat
edge states in the SQD, and (b) the oscillatory edge states in the HQD as function of magnetic field
and absorption energy. The absorption is here computed as the average for x and y polarizations,
and is scaled such that the maximum equals unity. The insets show the parts of the energy spectra
around the Fermi level that significantly contribute to the absorption spectrum.
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Finally, we focus on the magnetic field dependence of the e-e transitions in the SQD
and HQD. The absorption spectra of these two structures differ considerably, as shown in
Figs. 8(a) and (b). Here, the absorption is computed as an average between the values
for the two polarizations and it is scaled such that the maximum equals unity. Evidently,
the transition energies vary with magnetic field similar to the energies of the edge states.
In the SQD the transitions are between flat edge states; thus, the absorption peaks in
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Fig. 8(a) almost do not shift with magnetic field. On the other hand, the transitions between
the oscillatory edge states in the HQD are shown in Fig. 8(b). The transition energies
corresponding to the absorption peaks oscillate with magnetic field. Also, the magnitude of
the absorption is found to be highly sensitive to the magnetic field, and the e-e absorption
might be considerably reduced when magnetic field is varied.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The eigenenergies and the wave functions in square and hexagonal quantum dots and
quantum rings made of 2D HgTe were computed by using the sp3d5s∗ basis set in the
tight-binding model. The discrete states in the analyzed systems are densely distributed in
ranges called quasibands, and are classified as either bulklike or edge states. The bulklike
states with opposite spins exhibit anticrossings in magnetic field, whereas the edge states
are mainly localized at the sites of the Te atoms. The energy of the edge states in square
quantum dots almost does not depend on the magnetic field. On the other hand, some edge
states in quantum rings are delocalized throughout the ring, and their energy levels oscillate
with magnetic flux. This effect is similar to the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations of bulklike
states in quantum rings, but the period of the oscillations of the edge states was found to be
shorter. This could be explained by the smaller effective area bounded by the wave function
of the bulklike state than the area which is encircled by the wave function of an edge state.
Such oscillations were also found in hexagonal quantum dots. The transitions between the
conduction- and valence-band bulklike states are found to dominate the absorption spectra
of the analyzed structures. But in infrared there exists a relatively high absorption peak
due to transitions between the edge states. Moreover, we found that the oscillatory edge
states exhibit oscillatory variation of the position and amplitude of the absorption peaks
with magnetic field.
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